Cookies policy
Use of the Website which administrator is Centrum Elektryczne “Ania” Boguccy Sp. z o.o.
Sp.k. (Tax Identification No. (NIP): 832-000-41-79), is deemed acceptance of the below
Cookies Policy.
Centrum Elektryczne “Ania” Boguccy Sp. z o.o. Sp.k. respects the right to privacy of Users of
our Website and applies appropriate technological solutions preventing third party
interference in privacy of Users. This policy contains basic information on use of cookies in
our Website.

Cookies
Our Website uses cookies. Cookies are IT data (usually in the form of text files) stored on
User’s end device to read it again during every connection to the Website from this end
device. Cookies are set up at “entry” and “exit” from the Website, are not used for
establishing identity of Users and do not affect operation of end device or its software, and do
not have a negative impact on its functioning.
Cookies are used to:
a) optimise displays,
b) confirm statistics concerning the Website,
c) enable logging on by User to the Website and maintain the so-called session, in the result of
which it is not required to log on again at every subpage of the Website,
d) confirm that a message about cookies was displayed to User of the Website,
e) identify end device of User to display the Website in the mobile version in case User uses a
mobile device (e.g. a smartphone),
f) survey preferences of Users of the Website to adapt our products and services and to present
them on the website in the manner corresponding to these preferences.
The Website uses the so-called own cookies (they are put and accessed by Centrum
Elektryczne “Ania” Boguccy Sp. z o.o. Sp.k.) and the so-called third-party cookies (they are
put by third-party entities). You can learn more about cookies at
htpp://wszystkoociasteczkach.pl (Polish language) and www.aboutcookies.org (English
language).
Specification of conditions of storage and obtaining access to information contained in cookies.
Users may specify conditions of storage and obtaining access to cookies in settings of their
web browser. In principle, individual web browsers enable completely or partially turning off
the possibility of storage of cookies in User’s device. It is possible that in the consequence of
completely or partially turning off the possibility of storing cookies in User’s device not all
our applications will function correctly

and that access to the chosen tabs will be lost. Information on settings concerning cookies,
including the functions of storage of cookies in a device is available in options, settings,
preferences of used web browser. In case of any doubts or to obtain detailed information,
choose “help” option in your browser.

Permission to store cookies
Storage of cookies and obtaining access to them requires User’s permission. Such permission
may be expressed through settings of web browser. Enabling settings of web browser
allowing to use cookies by the Website is deemed User’s permission to use of cookies. If User
wants to withdraw permission to store cookies on his or her device, the User may do it in such
a way that he or she on his or her own deleted installed cookies by properly using settings of
used web browser. We inform that limiting use of cookies may prevent the correct functioning
of the Website.
This Policy does not apply to other websites and companies which contact details are
provided in the Website. If the Website contains links to other websites, the Company
stipulates that it bears no liability for policy used by owners of the domains and websites.

